SHOW REVIEW GROUP - MEETING 30TH APRIL 2021 @ 11AM
Vetting in Rule
A single paragraph that would override current 100% to be vetted in rule – additional rule will only
apply when National or Local restrictions are in effect - social distancing issues and Vets not being
insured to vet in at shows.
SRG also recommends that the Board should consider adding a rule that allows the Board to amend
rules quickly to help in times of a Pandemic, National Emergency.
Sanitiser recommendation
Contact with VAC to get further recommendations taking into account the cost as well
Judges Letters – Mask/Face Shield question
It was asked if SM’s should include in judges letters the question ‘Will you require Show Team to
provide a mask?’ – SRG recommend that this should remain the SM’s choice but could be useful.
150th Celebration Event
LA mentioned at a previous meeting that it may be good if the 150th Anniversary Event was to restart
the GCCF shows. The SRG liked the idea of this being the first show back.
Miscellaneous Classes?
It had been noted that there was a lot of discussion on social media about changing miscellaneous
classes. The SRG confirmed that this is already at the discretion of the SM’s/Club’s – they offer what
their exhibitors have asked for. SM’s regularly check entries from previous years and adapt the
classes to suit their customer. Miscellaneous classes are not mandatory, exhibitors do not have to
enter these classes.
Proposals
Discussion about Persian Classes Amalgamation proposal – Although no official proposals to review
other sections have been received, the SRG felt they should collect data for All Sections/Classes to
gain a more complete view of show entries. LR advised she was collecting data for ALL classes in
ALL sections for 2018 & 2019. Persian Amalgamation Proposal to be amended to include all sections.
All data will be published along with a list of the Shows the data has been gathered from.
SRG received and discussed proposal to send out information about GCCF shows with transfer of
ownership/registration documents. SRG felt this was a good idea and will look into potential costs.
Invite AM to an SRG meeting to present proposals
The SRG would like to clarify based on considerable misinformation on social media that any and all
proposals have been received from external parties. They are not the SRG’s proposals. The SRG are
collating and considering all proposals subsequent to making suggestions & proposals to the
Delegates. All proposals will be anonymous unless the proposer requests to have their name
published.
AOB
SRG has received several communications expressing the belief that the GCCF does not seem to
support SM’s. The SRG felt that much more backing and support was needed and SM’s views
needed to be given more consideration.
Request for list of SM’s & ASM’s including qualification (Breed show or All Breed)
Any views or opinions made by individual members of this group are purely personal views and do not
represent the views of the GCCF Board.
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